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SAVE: Safeguarding Against
Violent Extremism
TEACHERS | PROFESSIONALS | COMMUNITIES 

Legislation: understanding the law and its implications

Violent extremism inc Mixed and Non-Ideological extremism : what does this mean, what might it

look like, how can we tell? 

Wider history, context and community experiences

Understanding to prevent: recruitment techniques and propaganda inc incels, gaming & 

conspiracies

Processes of radicalisation and disengagement

Identifying risk and vulnerabilities in individuals

Group exercises to embed theory into practice

Case studies relevant to participants, from a range of extremist ideologies

Preventing, intervening, signposting, de/escalating

Tools including the Behaviour Barometer visual tool  to aid proportionate responses to vulnerability

Learning outcomes

Who: SAVE is tailored to your local context, organisational needs and sector, from teachers & DSLs to
community organisations.
What: A 2, 3 or 6 hour training - face to face or online -  to identify, prevent & challenge violent extremism
in all forms. Content focus can be tailored according to requirements, such as understanding the online
space, or counter / alternative narrative work. 
How: Deepens knowledge of violence, extremism and exploitation, focuses on practical tools, and builds
confidence in a safe space using interactive and engaging content. 
Resources: Slides, activities, presentation materials, access to free online portal for staff  post delivery
with certificate .

QUALITY | EXPERTISE | INSIGHT | IMPACT

"I thought the workshop was brilliant. Have seen a couple of staff who attended who gave really positive feedback! In fact one,
who had to leave early to attend a meeting, said ‘coincidentally it came up in the meeting that a young man in one of the cases

had recently shaved his head and started putting up Hitler posters and I felt much more confident discussing this after the
training.” 

Steph Kelly I PREVENT Officer | Liverpool

Over 10,000
enrolled!

POPULAR COURSEPOPULAR COURSEPOPULAR COURSE

1 session - £390 
or 

1 day x 3 sessions £1050
(inc VAT)

OR
Half day - £650

CONNECTFUTURESCONNECTFUTURESCONNECTFUTURES
HAS TRAINED 146,000HAS TRAINED 146,000HAS TRAINED 146,000

YOUNG PEOPLE, 42,300YOUNG PEOPLE, 42,300YOUNG PEOPLE, 42,300
STUDENTS AND 26,700STUDENTS AND 26,700STUDENTS AND 26,700

ADULTSADULTSADULTS   

   

Delivery Options: Face to face and/or online interactive webinars (platform flexible)


